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Should Project Managers Be Afraid of Artificial Intelligence? 

Project management ArtificiaI Intelligence (AI) is an integrated system that can administrate 

projects without requiring human input. Using the power of artificial intelligence, bots will 

not only be able to automate tasks, but can also offer process recommendations, unveil team 

insights, and even make project decisions. 

For example, technology exists or will exist in the near future that has the ability to: 

 Match the right resource to the right role. Piggybacking off the success of applicant 
tracking systems, HR managers are investing in more technology to further improve 
their hiring processes. Ideal, an AI-based recruitment software company, finds that 
companies that have adopted AI for recruiting software have seen their performance 
increase by 20%, their revenue per employee improve by 4%, and their turnover 
decrease by 35%. Now, imagine if that kind of accuracy could be used for project team 
selection. 

 Automatically reduce individual idle time. No need to worry about level of effort 
(LOE); project management AI can learn the cadence of each team member’s output 
and assign regular work based on that individual’s ability to comply. Tools that can do 
this are covered later in this article. 

 Create an ecosystem for knowledge management. When an employee leaves a 
company, he or she takes a considerable amount of non-transferable understanding 
of his or her role. Use your project management AI to aggregate patterns of workplace 
behaviour and to centralize worker knowledge to improve consistency, quality, and to 
prevent “reinventing the wheel” when change arises. While this function is largely still 
theoretical, it will likely become available and affordable to enterprise-level 
businesses in the next year or two, and popularize quickly after that. 

 Foster a safe environment. For companies that have varying working conditions, 
artificial intelligence can detect invisible-to-the-human-eye warning signs that 
influence the likelihood of a workplace accident. For example, a construction project 
management AI could observe equipment performance, air quality, and employee 
facial expressions to predict unsafe behaviour or an unsafe work environment, and 
alert the proper parties to prevent an accident. 

 Deliver untiring objectivity and vigilance. While humans can grow fatigued when 
checking their deliverable for accuracy and quality, an AI system doesn’t tire, nor does 
it make compromises or excuses because it’s burned out on the project. 

Of course, there is not one system that integrates all of these features yet, but project 
managers, regardless of industry, will undoubtedly encounter these job-changing project 
management AI benefits. 

https://www.capterra.com/applicant-tracking-software/
https://www.capterra.com/applicant-tracking-software/
https://ideal.com/ai-recruiting/
https://aaai.org/Press/Reports/Symposia/Spring/ss-97-01.php
https://aaai.org/Press/Reports/Symposia/Spring/ss-97-01.php
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Does project management software offer artificial intelligence capabilities yet? 

There aren’t many project management tools with AI—it’s an industry that has been slow to 
adopt the umbrella of machine learning and artificial intelligence. 

There are some exceptions, however: 

Chatbots are most prevalent manifestations of artificial intelligence in project management 

software. For example, Cisco Spark (a simple, secure space where you can get things done 

from anywhere in the world. Connecting your endpoints to the cloud),  and Redbooth (an 

easy-to-use online task and project management software for busy teams)  teamed up with 

the Api.ai (which gives users new ways to interact with your product by building engaging 

voice and text-based conversational interfaces powered by AI) platform to create a messaging 

bot that asked team members things such as, “What’s happening today?”, “Show me what 

my team is working on,” and “What’s urgent?” 

Stratejos provides a similar function for Agile software development teams as 
a Slack integration. Similar Siri-like tools are sure to become more prevalent in the next few 
years. 

There are a few heavier project management software platforms with AI functionality baked 
into their systems as well. For example: 

ZiveBox. A “digital workforce” tool with a healthy number of PM features, ZiveBox uses AI to 
determine how long a task should take, to examine the productivity of each team member, 
and to sort through enterprise-level communication databases (otherwise known as “a bunch 
of long chat conversations.”) 

Rescoper. This platform claims to “handle the tedious parts of management so your team 
stays focused on results”—exactly what AI-enabled software should be doing. The project 
management software automatically alters the “view” of each user so that it’s tailored for 
their specific permissions settings, automatically schedules tasks based on workload and task 
duration, and provides alerts if the system “thinks” your project is going to run into budgeting 
or scheduling trouble. 

ClickUp. A PM tool that recently came to market, ClickUp, is truly one-of-a-kind in the project 
management software industry. While still in beta, its algorithms can already: 

 Predict the best team member for a task and assign those tasks to them 
 Automatically tag users in comments based on relevancy contexts 
 Visualize notifications and updates 
 Predict deadlines that won’t be met 
 Correct task time estimates 

https://www.capterra.com/project-management-software/
https://www.ciscospark.com/
http://redbooth.com/
https://api.ai/
https://redbooth.com/blog/redbooth-brings-powerful-task-project-management-cisco-spark-new-bot-integration
https://stratejos.ai/
https://stratejos.ai/
https://www.zivebox.com/
https://rescoper.com/
https://clickup.com/
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There is a slow adaptation of Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning in the current PM 
ecosystem. The closed beta trial has proved to be extremely efficient… already a 20% or more 
reduction in manual user actions occurs after our threshold for optimal amount of data is 
reached. 

Any project manager would be happy with those results. 

As ClickUp leads the charge, more project management software is sure to emerge with more 
robust AI functionality. Polydone, a Kanban-based project management system, is already 
promising its users. In the near future, we’ll add artificial intelligence and machine learning to 
Polydone. The objective is to automate even further and estimate project time and budgets 
even more accurately. 

What are the problems with artificial intelligence in the workplace? 

Of course, robo-project managers isn’t the end of project management as a career. 

Robots and artificial intelligence may automate the tedious tasks that assume a small part of 
project managers’ time, such as taking information from multiple sources and putting 
together nice PowerPoint decks, or normalizing project data from incompatible systems. 
However, the most primary role of project managers is leadership and communication, and 
these are functions that cannot be automated. 

A certain sceptical attitude is to be taken that AI-enabled systems will do anything but 
automate tedious tasks, meaning the central function of project managers — ensuring the 
successful delivery of the project—remains. Some even go as far to say that AI will help project 
managers manage their team management skills. In other words, AI can control for 
predictable human fallibility, while also enabling project managers to be even better at their 
jobs. Consider the following tasks carried out daily by project managers: 

 

https://www.polydone.com/
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As you can see, people management cannot be delegated to a robot, nor will we ever be able 

to do so. AI lacks the nuance to effectively manage well, and as emotional intelligence ranks 

as one of the most important attributes for hiring project managers, they’re not soon to be 

replaced. Successful project managers  can balance the unpredictable. They must balance the 

capabilities and emotions of a diverse set of humans, and lead them toward success in the 

chaotic environment of a business. In the chaos of project management, only humans can 

really prevail—especially when assisted with artificial intelligence. 

What does the future of project management look like with artificial 

intelligence in the workplace? 

 

Project management is going to change. 

That fact is one that’s alarming to anyone in the field, but think about it this way: 

 Project management was able to survive Oracle and Artemis when they launched 
project management software in 1977. 

 Project management was able to survive 1979, when spreadsheets first emerged. 
 Project management was able to survive 1986, when Carnegie Mellon released 

Capability Maturity Software. 
 Project management has been able to survive more advanced project management 

tools, such as Microsoft Project, Atlassian Jira, and now Slack. 

The project management profession has evolved considerably over the past 50 years, and 
it’s now more efficient and productive with increased project management tool mobility, 
analysis, and use. And it will continue to evolve—and thrive—under the new era of project 
management AI. 

Looking ahead, where will Artificial Intelligence (AI) fit into our lives, and more importantly, 

should we be afraid? 

https://blog.capterra.com/5-biggest-project-management-trends-shaping-2017/
https://www.capterra.com/history-of-software
http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/history/index.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_management_software#The_First_Project_Management_Products_and_Associations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_management_software#The_First_Project_Management_Products_and_Associations
https://microsoft-us.evyy.net/c/140313/243952/3327?u=http%3A%2F%2Fproducts.office.com%2Fen-us%2Fproject%2Fcompare-microsoft-project-management-software%3Ftab%3Dtabs-1
https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira?a=capterra
https://slack.com/
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For those unfamiliar with the concept of AI outside of a Steven Spielberg movie, think about 

technology such as Siri or Amazon’s Echo.  These types of devices have intelligence that will 

listen and “learn” and provide guidance and assistance.  Siri and Echo are primarily geared 

towards consumers and give personal support, but AI is emerging as a way to also provide 

quick and thorough business analysis.  This technology is used to help prevent credit card 

fraud and make recommendations for your Netflix queue. 

People in the business world feel that, in the near future, an app’s ability to interact with AI 

will be more important than its mobile or cloud capabilities. Imagine your project 

management software “learning” about your nuances and how you like to manage projects, 

and customizing its platform to cater to you rather than force you to adapt to its unbending 

structure.  AI can provide this customized experience. 

This is both scary and exciting.  The idea of having our simplest tasks automated simply by 

speaking aloud or interacting with a bot can potentially make our lives much easier.  However, 

since we often point to communication breakdown as a key factor in our projects going 

south, do we really want to rely on anything “artificial” to lead us to success? 

Or, even worse, are we running the risk of eventually being replaced by an army of project 

management robots?   Our job is to understand and then communicate to foster 

collaboration and ensure productivity.  The belief is that bots will be able to not only 

automate tasks, but potentially make process recommendations and project decisions. 

Do we see the same evolution of AI for Project Management in Europe 

and the USA? 

Efforts to create thinking machines do not pose a threat to our existence, and alarmist views 

in the media on artificial intelligence risk in project management are confusing science with 

science fiction, according to EU Research Commissioner Carlos Moedas.   

If you do any research on artificial intelligence these days, the results are astonishingly 

pessimistic. Nine articles out of ten on AI are negative in Europe. Not just negative. Alarmist 

and panicked, sometimes even hysterical.  

The Commissioner is betting on AI, a huge area of research at the moment, being a positive 

force. The fear of artificial intelligence among the public still runs deep. But fearing what is 

arguably one of the most exciting new technologies of our generation and denying ourselves 

its amazing benefits is not the answer. 

Less dramatic are the concerns that AI will eliminate many jobs: these are not pressing 

concerns. 
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Whereas in the USA they continue to strongly believe in the idea that AI could revolutionise 

project management: The risk in a project is always probabilistic and the human mind is not 

good at doing risk-based probability management, especially when we’re combining many 

different probabilities. AI uses visualisations of confidence, feasibility and whether the risk is 

going up or down over time to help you switch between fast and slow thinking.  These visuals 

had to be created because we need to connect with the fast-thinking, intuitive mind to help 

people see things in a way that lets them make good intuitive decisions.  

The algorithms and models AI uses were designed for software development but also fit 

construction projects. The first (rather basic) integration is with Jira and in time it is foreseen 

to put the visualisations inside tools project teams use on a daily basis such as Microsoft 

Project, Primavera construction planning, Trello, or even feature roadmaps and KPI 

dashboards in Salesforce or Power BI. If I put a task into Trello or ServiceNow, when might I 

expect and with what level of confidence is the estimate? Give me the 90 percent confidence 

date. 

Robotic process automation (RPA) will  take over a lot of the repetitive, high-volume tasks 

from project managers, like merging data from different systems to coordinate deliveries and 

other logistics and updating case management systems. There's a ton of work that could be 

done as far as transferring data, moving it around between different systems, handling mass 

emails, doing reporting and file and document processing. 

For large, complex projects with a lot of staff where the final goal is something repeatable, 

like setting up a new data center or moving applications to a container platform, there could 

be enough data for machine learning to identify outliers, anomalies or correlations.  

Interesting correlations detected are treating AI as a partner to project managers and letting 

them apply their human-level and emotional intelligence. 

 

Consequently, it is safe to state that robots and artificial intelligence may automate the 

tedious tasks that consume a small part of project managers’ time, such as taking information 

from multiple sources and putting together nice PowerPoint decks, or normalizing project 

data from incompatible systems. However, the most primary role of project managers is 

leadership and communication, and these are functions that cannot be automated. 

Rest assured, there will always be a need for “people management” and the personal touch 

we provide.  Thankfully, no artificial device will ever be able to learn common sense or 

reasoning or be able to react to the angry face of our client.  We are skilled in leveraging our 

experience and having survived many “wars” to allow us to anticipate and manage the 

unpredictable.  Incorporating AI into our lives will allow the “robots” to concentrate on tasks 

https://www.cio.com/article/3236451/business-process-management/what-is-rpa-robotic-process-automation-explained.html
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that often result in careless human error and give us the time to focus less on avoiding these 

errors and more on providing excellent service.  Just think about getting hours back in your 

week, spending more time being creative instead of administrative, and avoiding at least half 

of the inevitable “surprise” problems. AI is going to have a huge impact on our world, both 

personally and professionally. Business teams that take advantage of the technology will be 

much more ahead of those that don’t.  

Whether in project management or in any other non-normalized and well defined 

environment, we don’t think that Project Managers should be afraid by AI development. At 

least for the next decade.  

As well explained previously, the essential tasks of project management are related to 

leadership, communication and especially decision making. 

Off course, AI are able to take decisions faster than any human. They are also able to compile 

and analyse a quantity of data that far exceeds the cognitive abilities of any human. 

In a sense, we can say that AI are “supra-rational”; a quality that in principle should make AI 

the perfect decision-makers and by consequence the perfect killer of (Human) Project 

Managers. 

But this precisely may be the “Achilles heel “ of AI.  

Human project managers (like any other human) are driven by their bounded rationality; they 

are more or less conscious that they don’t have access to ALL possible information sources, 

and they are also aware that they don’t have time and resources to analyze all possible 

consequences of decision they could take. By consequence, their decision is motivated first 

by the visible short-term satisfaction (the reward) and potentially by external and non-

rational elements specifics to their corporate environment (aka “internal politic”).  

The configuration of an AI for project management therefore must solve a first paradox: 

o Integrating a maximum of data sources to be the most exhaustive and the most 

rational possible but in this case with the risk of making decisions certainly 

logical but possibly hardly incomprehensible for human managers (because 

limited by their bounded rationality). 

o Voluntarily limit the number of sources used to make a decision in order to 

remain understandable by a human. In such case, we may wonder why using 

AI… (Except for speed and standardization of analysis). 
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Conclusion 

As conclusion, in the current state of development, AI powered project management tools 

can already be very efficient to assist project managers. 

Today’s AI may allow Project Managers to take more / faster decision, to deal with more 

projects in parallel or to ensure more consistency and regularity in the way data are analyzed 

and decisions made. But as long as they will not be autonomous and able to take semi-

intuitive decision based on non-formatted input, human project managers can continue to 

go to bed safely. 

For all that, keep always in mind the quote of Bill Gates 

We always overestimate the change that will occur in the next two years and 
underestimate the change that will occur in the next ten. Don’t let yourself be lulled into 
inaction. 
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